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Dear Sir/Madam

 

I wish to say that I am completely opposed to expanding Whitehaven Coal’s underground
coal mine, south of the town of Narrabri, next to the Pilliga forest...a region I have visited
since I was a teenager. 

The singular fact that local farmers will lose groundwater to the mine, with at least nine
farm bores affected in the Pilliga region is just ethically and morally, wrong.  How would
you personally feel if one day, you found your water supply tainted with coal mining by-
products?

It should be a fundamental human right for the people of the Narrabri district to have a
clean, uninterrupted, uncontaminated water supply.  The consequences to the surrounding
region is unimaginable and to find that happening in the Pilliga – of all regions - should
outrage all Australians.

The project will release a massive 34 million tonnes of greenhouse gases directly from the
mine site and 456 million tonnes overseas when the coal is burnt, directly assisting climate
change.  Even after the mine closes, methane leaking from the mine will keep polluting the
atmosphere for decades. Whitehaven Coal estimates 1.7 million tonnes will leak after the
mine closes in 2064. This is obviously incompatible with NSW achieving net-zero
emissions by 2050 and should send alarm bells through EVERY Australian. 

Whitehaven Coal contributing such staggering emissions to GLOBAL warming, in my
opinion, is a crime against humanity. Where does the responsibility for impacting the lives
of many thousands of unseen human beings who inhabit this planet lie?  It lies directly
with companies such as Whitehaven Coal - their business impacts the future of every
person on this planet. Just because they do not see the devastation their business models
cause to the everyday lives of people, does not mean that they are not making catastrophic
impacts on people and businesses around the globe, and shortening the life span of this
single planet upon which we all rely to live.

The amount of methane released by mining coal by Whitehaven Coal is massive.
Approving this proposal is inconsistent with NSW Government emission reduction targets
for 2030 and 2050 and has an unacceptable impact on climate for many decades to come. 

What’s wrong with focusing on alternative, clean energy sources?  Why can’t we think
long term?  Please stop Whitehaven Coal’s expansion today. 

Yours faithfully

Joulia McLaren




